MEDIA and NEWS STORY ANGLES
Marilyn Monroe - Her Life/Career/Films/Mental Health
GUEST: Gary Vitacco-Robles, Marilyn Monroe Biographer and Leading
Expert, Co-Producer of “Marilyn: Behind the Icon” dramatic podcast series.
Gary Vitacco-Robles extensive two volume biography, “The Life, Times,
and Films of Marilyn Monroe” set a new high bar of biographies about the
legendary actress. Also, as a mental health professional, Gary has brought
a fresh and unique perspective of Marilyn’s life, which has generated
tremendous interest from global fans and inspired a new dramatic podcast
series.

Marilyn Monroe - The Ultimate Dreamer, Separating Fact
from Fiction, Rumor to Reality on Her Life and Career
GUESTS: Gary Vitacco-Robles and Nina Boski, experts from FOX-TV’s
“Scandalous” 2019 TV documentary series, Co-Producers of “Marilyn: Behind the Icon” dramatic podcast series.

Why have there been so many movies, TV shows, documentaries, and
books about Marilyn’s life? Why does she still hold such a legendary and
unique iconic stature in Hollywood history? How did she overcome a tragic
childhood to achieve a legendary career on the screen and in life?
a. She was one of the first celebrities to publicity admit the truth of
deeply personal mental health issues and drug addiction.
b. She could act, sing, dance, do comedy, and produced her own films.
c. She was a global trendsetter in fashion and style.
d. She was an early advocate of women’s rights, social equality, and the
ethical treatment of children and animals.

“Marilyn: Behind the Icon” - New Dramatic Podcast Series on
the Life of an Iconic Star
GUESTS: Series co-producers Gary Vitacco-Robles, Nina Boski, and
Randall Libero, and series lead actress Erin Gavin. Gary and Nina are experts from FOX-TV’s “Scandalous” 2019 TV documentary series, and Randall was executive producer of “Goodnight Marilyn Radio” which has
reached nearly 1 million listeners, a project the trio had collaborated on
previously. Erin Gavin has played Marilyn previously in a dramatic stage
production.
About ‘Behind the Icon’: A deep, intimate journey into the iconic star’s life
with groundbreaking new details revealed for the first time. The episodes
tell the true story of Marilyn as the resilient survivor of childhood abuse
and neglect—and a woman who struggled to overcome intergenerational
mental illness and the negative impact of childhood trauma. The podcast
includes Marilyn’s own personal perspective, in her own words, of her
emotional journey of healing and her personal path of becoming a Hollywood icon.
*The podcast is a major hit with Marilyn fans and non-fans alike. New
episodes are in production and a second season is being developed.

Lifestyle: Iconic Beauty / Trendsetting Fashion & Style Ideas
and Inspirational Tips by Marilyn Monroe

GUESTS: Gary Vitacco-Robles and Nina Boski, experts from FOX-TV’s
“Scandalous” 2019 TV documentary series, Co-Producers of “Marilyn: Behind the Icon” dramatic podcast series.
Marilyn’s originality in iconic fashion, being a trendsetter and standard for
beauty, her look and style in films: gowns and make up, developing her
own unique look based on updating Old Hollywood glamour, personal
style and health regimens, her personal style in daily life on and oﬀ camera.

Marilyn Monroe: Investigating The Unsolved Mystery of A
Hollywood Icon
GUESTS: Gary Vitacco-Robles and Nina Boski, experts from FOX-TV’s
“Scandalous” 2019 TV documentary series, Co-Producers of “Marilyn: Behind the Icon” dramatic podcast series.
We’re still fascinated by Marilyn Monroe after nearly 60 years, especially
about her tragic death at age thirty six. Many questions remain unanswered. How did a young girl whose early life was filled with abandonment, abuse, and tragedy, grow up with a dream to become Marilyn Monroe? The producers previously created “Goodnight Marilyn Radio” (40+
episodes) which interviewed many who knew Marilyn and assembled a
team of investigators to look into the circumstances of her death. After this
in depth investigation, we still cannot completely answer what happened
to her in the end and why. This interview series reached nearly 1 million listeners. The team held a PR event in Hollywood in 2016 that drew national
media attention. (see video)

Marilyn Monroe - Her Path To Stardom - Her Life, Career, and
Films
GUEST: Gary Vitacco-Robles, Marilyn Monroe Biographer and Leading
Expert, Co-Producer of “Marilyn: Behind the Icon” dramatic podcast series.

What made Marilyn such a unique movie star? Everyone is familiar with
Marilyn Monroe’s iconic performances in classic films like Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, The Seven Year Itch, and Some Like It Hot, but you’d be surprised to hear the backstory of how she prepared for and crafted her earlier memorable performances while battling serious mental illness and tumultuous life events. What looked eﬀortless on film was the result of many
hours of painstaking preparation and hard work. Gary can discuss Marilyn’s enduring performances and especially focus on her early roles that
hinted at the depth of her natural talent long before she perfected her
screen persona and studied at the Actor’s Studio. Gary’s depth of knowledge celebrates the on-screen magic that makes Marilyn relevant today
and provides many little known details overlooked by her legion of biographers.

